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 Part 1 ITEM NO. 

 

 
 

REPORT OF THE STRATEGIC DIRECTOR PLACE 

 
 

TO PROPERTY AND REGENERATION BRIEFING 
ON  

14th December 2020 

 
 
TITLE: Community Asset Transfer Policy 

 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS:   
 
The City Mayor is recommended to:- 
 
Approve the Community Asset Transfer Policy submitted as Appendix 1. 
 

 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 
 
The Community Asset Transfer Policy (CAT) is the process where an interest in and 
/or the management of Council assets (buildings and land) can be transferred to the 
Community and Voluntary Sector (VCS). The purpose of the transfer is to support and 
develop communities within Salford and help deliver positive change.  
 
The transfer of physical assets to community groups allows the council to provide 
practical financial support in a structured way. The assets will support the delivery of 
services by a correctly constituted community group and ensure that existing assets 
are best used to support wider Council policies and the Great 8.  
 
The CAT lays out a transparent framework under which a physical asset, owned by 
the Council, can be transferred to community and how any application will be 
considered.  
 

 
 
BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:   
 

 Property Asset Strategy,  

 Strategic Asset Management Plan   

 Salford Estates Strategy. 

 
 
KEY DECISION: YES  
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1.0 Details: 
 
1.1 Community Asset Transfer (CAT) is the term used to describe the process of 

transferring ownership or management of an asset (such as a building or land) 
from the Council to a voluntary, community or charitable organisation.  
 

1.2 The transfer can take the form of a sale, long term lease or short-term lease. 
The level of any financial support offered to the applicant in the form of reduction 
of cost compared to the market value is dependent on the level of social, 
economic, environmental benefit for the community that can be demonstrated 
 

1.3 The Council has developed a Community Asset Policy to create a framework to 
consider the transfer of an interest in and /or the management of land and 
building assets to community, charitable and voluntary groups.  

 
1.4 In addition to the CAT route the Council has a long record of supporting 

community groups via the letting of Council land and property. There are 

currently circa 100 lettings within the council portfolio which are occupied by 

community or groups that are let at a concessionary rent.  

 
1.5 The Council has the opportunity to support local communities via the control and 

ownership of their land and property assets. Control of the facilities create a 

sense of belonging and security that can bring positive impacts to the locality. 

 
1.6 The adoption of a revised CAT policy will outline the circumstances under which 

an asset can be transferred and what form the transfer will take. The policy 

provides clear measures to assess eligibility and suitability criteria for the 

transfer and future occupation of the asset. 

 
1.7 Whilst delivering benefit to the community the policy also has the potential to 

deliver cost savings to the Council where the running costs of an asset can be 

taken on by an organisation that are best placed to maximise the use of the 

asset and deliver a positive impact to the community through control of the 

asset. On occasion control of an asset is a requirement in attracting grant and 

other funding. 

 
1.8 The initial assessment of any application under the CAT policy will be 

undertaken by officers. If the application is suitable for further consideration, a 

full business plan will be assessed prior to submission for consideration by the 

Property and Regeneration Briefing. 

 
2.0  Assessment Criteria: 
 
2.1 The sustainability of the applicant organisation to meet the responsibilities 

associated with the property or land.  
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2.2 Whether the transfer is likely to fulfil the definition of state aid. This will include 

the need to determine whether the applicant is engaged in delivering services 

for which there is, or is likely to be, a market, and whether the assistance 

provided has the potential to distort competition in trade between member 

states of the EU. 

 
2.3 Community impact, social value and comparison to the Great Eight Priorities in 

a “Salford benefit” context, using the Salford themes, outcomes and measures. 

 
2.4 Existing and potential alternative uses for the building or land within the 

Council’s Property Asset Strategy, Strategic Asset Management plan and the 

wider Salford Estates Strategy. This will include assessment of competing 

requests for asset transfer (the council may ask several organisations to 

explore a collaborative bid for the asset). 

 

2.5 The preferred method of transfer will be by way of short-term lease or long 

term lease dependent upon the request and supporting business case.  

 

2.6 The Council is adopting a consistent way of measuring and monitoring social 

value based on the National Social Value Themes, Outcomes and Measures 

(TOMs), the assessment of CAT will adopt the council’s TOMs to ensure a 

consistent approach. Voluntary and community organisations will be asked to 

provide an update on their progress towards social value measures on an 

annual basis. 

 

3.0 Conclusion 

 

3.1 Adoption of the policy will provide a transparent framework to allow the council 

to asses existing concessionary lettings and future Community Asset Transfers 

to ensure that they are delivering best value for the community whilst utilising 

Council assets. 

 

3.2 The CAT policy will offer communities the opportunity to take control of assets 

that can deliver positive impacts.  

 

3.3 Provides support and security to groups delivering volunteering, employment 

and education opportunities. 

 

3.4 Provides opportunities for voluntary and community organisations to generate 

income and apply for external funding that is not available to the council. 

 

3.5 The ability to transfer assets can also on occasion deliver investment and 

reduce costs within the Council current estate whilst ensuing they are used to 

deliver positive uses that support the wider council priorities. 

https://www.salford.gov.uk/your-council/council-and-decision-making/how-the-council-is-performing/our-priorities-the-great-eight
https://socialvalueportal.com/national-toms/
https://socialvalueportal.com/national-toms/
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4.0 Recommendation 

 

4.1  It is recommended that the City Mayor: 

 

Approves the Community Asset Transfer Policy submitted as Appendix 1. 
 

 
 

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:  

 

Salford 2025 Regeneration 

Creating prosperity in Salford 

 
 

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS: 

 

This policy will support the delivery of Council priorities through the empowerment of 

local Community, Charity and Voluntary Organisations. Applicants will be required to 

show the positive impact they are having within the local community and how the 

transfer of the asset will support and enhance the delivery of their 

 service for the community. 

 
 

ASSESSMENT OF RISK: Low  

 

Each application will be considered on a case by case basis and only progressed 

where a clear benefit to the local community and to the City Council has been 

demonstrated. 

 

Where an application is approved a full set of acceptable documents will be put in place 

by the Council’s legal advisers prior to the transfer of any assets to the prospective 

tenant following completion of a suitable due diligence exercise. 

 

The agreement would include the provision for the asset to return to council control 

should the group who takes control of the asset fail or be unable to deliver the business 

plan that supported the transfer. 

 
 

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS: Tony Hatton, Shared Legal Service  
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Legal Services has previously provided comments and feedback on the draft 

Community Asset Transfer (CAT) Policy which have been incorporated into the 

appended policy document. 

 

The purpose of the policy is to set a clear, transparent, positive and proactive 
framework to set the context for which asset transfer from Salford City Council to the 
third sector will be considered. To achieve this the policy sets out how community asset 
transfer supports Council and its wider community objectives. 
 

The general legal implications associated with CAT’s are outlined in the body of the 
report, however such implications are relatively limited as every proposed CAT will 
have to be considered on an individual basis. 

 
 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS Supplied by: Alex Archer, Finance Manager 0161 778 

0498 

 

The proposed policy poses a risk to the council as it has the potential to reduce the 

revenue income from the property estate or loss off capital asset value from the 

property estate. 

 

The financial implications will be reviewed on a case by case basis and will be reported 

to the board as part of any application for a Community Asset Transfer. 

 

 
 
PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS  
 
There are no procurement implications relating to the terms of this lease. 
 

 
HR IMPLICATIONS  
 
There are no HR implications arising from this proposal. 
 

 
 
OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED:  None 

 
 
CONTACT OFFICER: James Kington  TEL NO: 07855 146 516 

 
 
WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES:  All 
 


